Instructions: Print on card stock and cut out. You’ll need a set of 6 game cards for each game board.
Wonder Farm Dice Game: Images for Dice

Instructions: Print on a clear, full-sheet sticker label, for ex. Avery 18665. Cut out pictures and attach to the sides of a 3” x 3” x 3” fold-up gift box.

The art, characters, and related indicia on this material are trademarks of First 8 Studios @WGBH. © 2017 WGBH Educational Foundation. All Rights Reserved. This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant Number DRL-1316550. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.
Wonder Farm Dice Game: Cabbage Plant Game Board

Instructions: Print on card stock. Use with a set of 6 game cards.
Wonder Farm Dice Game: Tomato Plant Game Board

Instructions: Print on card stock. Use with a set of 6 game cards.
Wonder Farm Dice Game: Carrot Plant Game Board

Instructions: Print on card stock. Use with a set of 6 game cards.
Wonder Farm Dice Game: Bean Plant Game Board

Instructions: Print on card stock. Use with a set of 6 game cards.